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SUBSONIC AERODY}_AMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF A£q AIRPLAE_
COI_IGURATION WITH A 63 ° SWEPTBACK WING
AND T_IN-BOOM TAILS*
By Howard F. Savage and George G. Edwards
SUMMARY
A wind-tunnel investigation has been conducted to determine the
effects of an unconventional tail arrangement on the subsonic static longi-
tudinal and lateral stability characteristics of a model having a 63 °
sweptback wing of aspect ratio 3.5 and a fuselage. Tail booms, extending
rearward from approximately the midsemispan of each wing panel, supported
independent tail assemblies well outboard of the usual position at the
rear of the fuselage. The horizontal-tail surfaces had the leading edge
swept back 45 ° and an aspect ratio of 2.4. _e vertical tail surfaces
were geometrically similar to one panel of the horizontal tail. For
comparative purposes, the wing-body combination was also tested with
conventional fuselage-mounted tail surfaces. The wind-tunnel tests were
conducted at Mach numbers from 0.25 to 0.95 with a Reynolds number of
2,000,000, at a Mach number of 0.46 with a Reynolds number of 3,500,000,
and at a Mach number of 0.20 with a Reynolds number of 7,000,000.
The results of the investigation indicate that longitudinal stability
existed to considerably higher lift coefficients for the outboard tail
configuration than for the configuration with conventional tail. ]{ing
fences were necessary with both configurations for the elimination of
sudden changes in longitudinal stability at lift coefficients between
0.3 and 0./_'. Sideslip angles up to 15 ° had only small effects upon the
pitching-moment characteristics of the outboard tail configuration. There
was an increase in the directional stability for the outboard tail con-
figuration at the higher angles of attack as opposed to a decrease for
the conventional tail configuration at most of the Mach numbers and
Reynolds numbers of this investigation. The dihedral effect increased
rapidly with increasing angle of attack for both the outboard and the
conventional tail configurations but the increase was greater for the
outboard tail configuration. The data indicate that the outboard tail
is an effective roll control.
_Title, Unclassified
INTRODUCTION
'The inves_/igation of reference i demonstrated that the static longi-
t_dinal stability characteristics of an airplane configuration having a
4b ° sweptback wing of aspect ratio 6 can be markedly improved by the use
of horizontal-tail surfaces located well outboard of the usual position
at the rear of the fuselage. The outboard tails were mounted on booms
extending rearward from about the midsemispan of the wing. Results indi-
cated that the increased effectiveness of the outboard tails over that of
the conventional tail in promoting static longitudinal stability at high
}ingles of attack was due to the more favorable downwash field behind the
outer portions of the sweptback wing. The wing was, of course, one suJt-
<d)le primarily for subsonic cruise conditions.
The present investigation was undertaken for the purpose of assess-
ing the characteristics of an outboard tail configuration which, by virtue
of extreme sweepback of the wing, might be suitable for operation at super-
sonic speeds. The wing had 63 ° sweepback of the leading edge and an
aspect ratio of 3.5 and from previous investigations was known to have
serious pitch-up difficulties at subsonic speeds. In the investigation
of reference 2 this wing was tested in con_ination with a fuselage and
convention_l fuselage-mounted tail surfaces. It was found that with wing
fences of height twice the maximum thickness of the wing, the trend toward
longitudinal instability was delayed to higher lift coefficients. There
was, however, a serious loss in lift-drag ratio due to the large fences.
In the present investigation the 63 ° sweptback wing was mounted on a
f_selage suitable for the testing with a conventional tail to provide dat_<
for dir@ct comparison with data for the outboard tail configuration. The
outboard horizontal- and vertical-tail surfaces were mounted on booms
extending rearward from either the 40-percent or 50-percent spanwise
station of the wing. The tail booms were kept to minimum size consistent
with model strength requirements in order that the volume of the config-
uration be comparable with the one utilizing a conventional tail. Prac-
tically_ the volume required for storage could be more evenly distributed
between the fuselage and the tail booms, resulting in a three-body arrange-
merit of the type suggested in reference 3.
Static longitudinal and lateral stabilit_ _ characteristics were
measured for Mach numbers up to 0.95, principally at a Reynolds number of
2,000,_00. Several sizes of outboard tails were tested on booms of two
different lengths. The effects of wing fences, and extended split flaps,
and spoilers were also studied.
NOTATIOU
All d,:d_'_ coefficients _re given for the stabi!itv system c,f nmes wit.}:
the origins or moment centc,rs as indicated in table I. The co_ffici,_n<,s
and sjmbols %re defined as follows:
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me:.{on-line designation, fraction of chord over which desi_zn load
is uni fo_:
lift-curve slope of the isolated borizon_ _L t_Li], per de C
lift-curve slope of the wini<-fuse!_ge-t.t_il combin:_tJon, p,:_ i,-,;
wing span perpendicular to the p!_u_e of s_rmmetry
ioc%1 chord ps.rallel to the pl_ne of s2m_metr,.'
mean aerodynamic chord, ft_
drag
drag coefficient, iSw
rolling-moment coefficient,
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lift coefficient, iSw
rolling moment
qSwb w
pitching-moment coefficient, pitching moment
'iSwCw
yawing-moment coeff icient,
yawin_ moment
iSwbw
l.,_tera.l-force coefficient,
later_<l force
i_ w
incidence of the horizont%l tail with respect, to the root_ chord
of the wing
tail length, longitudinal distance between _ of the tuil s_rfuce
and the moment center of the mod,_l
free-stream !',_,_ch number
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rolling velocity, radians/sec
free-stream dynamic pressure
Reynolds number based on the mean aerodynamic chord of the wing
area
free-stream velocity, ft/sec
St/t
horizontal-tail volume coefficient, Sw_w
Sv/v
vertical-tail volume coefficient, Swbw
lateral distance from the plane of symmetry
angle of attack of the wing root chord, deg
angle of sideslip of the body longitudinal axis, deg
effective average downwash angle, deg
tail effectiveness factor (ratio of the lift-curve slope of the
horizontal tail in the presence of the wing and the fuselage
to the lift-curve slope of the isolated horizontal tail)
w wing
f fuselage
t horizontal tail
v vertical tail
Subscripts
MODEL
Photographs of the model mounted in the Ames 12-foot pressure wind
tLmr_el are presented in figure i and dimensions of the model are given in
figure 2 and table !I.
5The wing-fuselage combination was the same as that used in the inves-
tigation of reference 2 except that a shortened version of the fuselage
was used in conjunction with the outboard tails. The solid steel wing,
which had a leading-edge sweepback of 63 ° , a taper ratio of 0.25, and an
aspect ratio of 3.50, was mounted on the center line of the fuselage. The
stre_nwise airfoil section of the wing had the NACA 64A005 thickness dis-
tribution combined with a = i mean camber line. The wing was cambered
and twisted to provide, theoretically, a uniform distribution of lift over
its surface for a lift coefficient of 0.25 at a Mach number of 1.50. The
twist and camber distributions are presented in figure 3. Additional
details concerning the design of this wing can be found in reference 4.
The boundary-layer fences used for some of the tests extended around the
leading edge of the wing to 0.15 chord on the lower surface (see fig. 2(b)
for fence details). The fence at 0.75 b/2 extended to the trailing edge
on the upper surface while the one at 0.30 b/2 extended only over the for-
ward 30 percent of the wing. A fence around the leading edge of the wing
at the position of the tail boom was also used in some of the tests.
The outboard horizontal-tail surfaces had a leading-edge sweepback
of 45 °, a taper ratio of 0.25, and an aspect ratio of 2.40. The outboard
vertical-tail surfaces were geometrically similar to one half of the out-
board horizontal tails. The streamwise airfoil sections of the outboard
tails had the I_CA 0004-64 thickness distributions. IIorizontal tail
surfaces of three sizes were used and are referred to throughout the report
as "large," "medium," or "small." The fuselage-mounted tail surfaces used
for some of the tests were the same unswept horizontal and sweptback vet- •
tical tails of reference 2. Other geometric properties of the tail sur-
faces ar_ given in figure 2 and table If.
The tail booms were constructed of solid steel and had an elliptical
cross section. The major axis was vertical and was twice the minor axis.
Booms of two lengths were used to provide for a variation of longitudinal
position of the tail surfaces. The booms were attached to the wing at
either 0.4 b/2 or 0.5 b/2 (see fig. 4 for sketch of juncture with wing)
and were constructed so that the hinge lines (through _t/4) of the hori-
zontal tails were in the plane containing the wing leading edges. The
gaps between the horizontal tails and the tail booms varied with tail
incidence and were left unsealed.
Plain spoilers were simulated by aluminum angle brackets attached
to the upper surface of the wing. Spoilers of several heights were pro-
vided which could be attached to the upper surface of the wing at 0.07,
0.15, or 0.25 chord (parallel to the plane of symmetry) behind the wing
leading edge (see fig. 2(b) for a typical spoiler). The spoilers extended
either from the fuselage to 0.50 bw/2 , or between 0.21 bw/2 and 0.40 bw/2.
The trailing-edge flaps had chords of 0.20 of the wing chord measured
parallel to the plane of sy_netry and extended from the fuselage to the
tail boomat 0.5 b/2. The simulated hinge lines of the flaps were coin-
cident with the wing trailing edge and the deflection was 31.6° in a
plane p_rallel to the plane of sF_mletry(fig. 2(b)).
CORRECTIONSTO DATA
Corrections to the data to account for induced tunnel-wall inter-
ference originating from lift on the model have been evaluated by the
method of reference _:. The corrections showed insignificant variations
with Mach number. The following corrections were added:
Lk_ = 0.30 CL
AC D = 0.0045 CL 2
_C m = 0.003 C L
The constriction effects of tile tunnel walls have been calculated by
the method of reference 6. The magnitude of the corrections applied to
the Mach n_mber and to the dynamic pressure are illustrated by the follow-
ing table:
Corrected Mach number
o.950
.900
.80o
.6oo
.460
.200
Uncorrected Mach number
O. 933
.892
•797
.599
.459
•200
quncorrected
qcorrected
0.982
.99o
.995
.997
-99<_
.998
All the data presented herein were obtained with a h-inch diameter support-
ing sting protruding from the rear of _he fuselage.
Since for some configurations_ the tips of the outboard tails were
close to the sting support, tests were conducted to dete_ine whether the
size of the sting had any effect on the measured forces. Some data were
obtained with both the standard 4-inch sting and with a 2-inch sting.
Two configurations, one with outboard tails and the other with a fuselage-
mounted tail, were tested at sideslip angles to 12 ° and at several Mach
numbers. There were no significant effects of changing sting size on the
force and moment coefficients of either configuration. The main effect
of variation of sting size was to alter the pressure at the base of the
model and thus the measured chord force. :_rhen the chord force was adjusted
to correspond to a base pressure e_ual to free-stre_m static press_re, the
chord forces were about e£ual for the two sting sizes investigated. Con-
seiuently, all coefficients presented have been corrected to _ condition of
free-stre_m_ static pressure at the base of the model.
The initial tests were conducted with varj;ing angle of <_tt_ck at zero
sideslip. 'Nests were conducted to evaluate the _d_fects of horizont_l t'_il
position -_nd size, wing fences, flaps, and spoilers on the longitudinnl
aerodjn_mic characteristics of the model. Selected confi{_ur_,ions were
tested throu_I the range of _ach numbers to 0.95. For one of the better
configur_tior_s fr'om the standpoint of' sta,tic longitudin_l st_b_li',_.';, the
incidence of tl_e horizontal t_,il was varied from -4 ° to -10 ° to provide
the dater necesso_ry for the comp_tation of the effective _<verace downw_sh.
Tests were also conducted with the ]_eft horizont_<l t<i! set ai v_'_,rious
imcid,_ices to provide dat_ for assessing the l_l.er_l-com_rc] effectivumoss
of' differen[,i_l deflection of the horizontal tn,ils.
<eats were conducted with varyin8 <£ ut _:0o, -,d°, -,<_. _':°, and -I;__°,
and with v_rying i:'c_t .<_--O°, 6 ° , 0,,.$5o and i °° to _v_l..... 1ttn the effects
of sideslip angle on the longitudinal and lateral characteristics.
The outboard vertical tails were mounted on the model for all r_n_s
m_de with the tail booms attached to the wing. The conventionu_l vertic_<l
tail was installed for all runs with conventional horizontal tail r_nd was
removed when the horizontal tail was removed.
P_ES[fLTS A_D DISCUSSIO_._
L,:_ngitudin_{l Ch_r&_cteristics of Various Configur;_tions at
Zero Sideslip
To facilitate comparison of the pitching-moment ch;_racteristics of
the various conficurations, the moment centers were chosen so that _ii
configurations would have about the s,_-me static margin at zero lift _t :_
Mach number of 0.20 and a ]Rey_olds number of 7,000,000. Moment centers
for the various configurations are given in table I along with the tail
lengths and tail vol_m_e coefficients.
Effects of tail position.- _K]_e variation of pitching-moment coeffi-
cient with lift coefficient for the wing-bodj-tai] combination with the
medium tail in several positions is presented in figure 4. _N_e
pitching-moment data for the tail-off configuration are also presented.
Moving the tail from 0.4 b/2 to 0.5 b/2 improved the pitching-moment
characteristics, but there were only small effects due to increasing
tail length at either spanwise position. Although the trend toward
instability occurred at about the same CL for either the tail-on or
the tail-off configuration, the change in dCm/dC L over the lift-
coefficient range was considerably less for the tail-on configurations.
The over-all favorable effect of moving the outboard tail from 0.4 b/2
to 0.5 b/2 was expected because of a more favorable downwash field at
the latter tail position.
Effects of tail size.- The results presented in figure 4 indicate
that with the medium tail, a linear pitching-moment curve was not obtained
for any of the tail positions investigated. The horizontal tail contri-
bution to the static longitudinal stability is given by the following
expression:
dCm 1-at _tI_ _I de_ _(_tqt/q) 1I_)w+f+t aw+f+ t _ d_/ + cat _ (i)
The tail contribution to stability is proportional to V t and thus to
tail area. To investigate the effects of changing tail size, outboard
horizontal tails having the identical plan form but with areas of 75
and 158 percent of the medium tail were tested in the rearward position
at 0.5 b/2 in combination with a full fence at 0.75 b/2 and a leading-edge
fence ahead of the tail boom. The pitching-moment data obtained at
several Mach numbers and Reynolds numbers are presented in figure 5 for
the model with large and medium tails and with no tail; the small tail
was tested only at M - 0.46, R = 3,500,000. With the moment centers
used, the tail volume coefficients, Vt, were 0.169, 0.226, and 0.347
(see table I). The data of figure 5 show the advantages of increased
tail size in reducing longitudinal stability changes at the higher lift
coefficients. At Mach numbers of 0.80 and 0.90, good longitudinal sta-
bility existed to the limit CL of the tests for the configuration with
large horizontal tails. At a Mach number of 0.46, a loss in longitudinal
stability occurred above a CL of about 0.80. If it is assumed that the
tail contribution to stability is directly proportional to V t and that
the effective downwash is not affected by changing tail size in a non-
uniform do_m_ash field, a simple calculation sho_s that to maintain the
same longitudinal stability at CL = 0.90 as at CL : O, a tail volume
coefficient of 0.49 is required. If it is assumed that the longitudinal
position of the moment center is adjusted to maintain the same static
margin, the required tail area is 1.55 times the area of the large tail.
The effects of increasing tail size were not pursued further.
Effects of fences.- It will be noted in figure k that some sudden
changes in longitudinal stability occur in the range of lift coefficients
from 0.3 to about 0._. These changes, which occur whether the tail is
9on or off, are caused by flow changes on the wing. The wing fence is one
means of delaying flow separation to higher lift coefficients and reducing
longitudinal stability changes on a swept wing. They would probably
seriously impair the efficiency of a supersonic wing, however. Fences
were used in this investigation on the assumption that, in some measure
at least, the downwash field behind a wing with fences approximates that
of a wing without fences with improved twist, camber, and thickness dis-
tributions such that the trend toward longitudinal instability is delayed
to hitcher lift coefficients. Figure 6 shows the effects of various wing
fences on the pitching-moment characteristics of the configurations with
no tail and with tails of three different sizes in the rearward position
at spanwise station 0.5 b/2. In general, it may be said that the addition
of wing fences improved the pitching-moment characteristics of the model
with any of the three tails, the improvement being greater when more
fences were used.
Outboard tail configurations compared with conventional tail con-
figurations.- The pitching-moment characteristics of two configurations
with l_rge outboard tails and two configurations with conventional tails
are compared in figure 7 at several Mach and Reynolds nmnbers. The out-
bo_rd tail configurations differed only in tail length, the tails being
located at 0.5 b/2 in both cases. The conventional tail configurations
differed in tail length and plan form and in fence configurations. The
datm of figure 7 indicate only small effects of changes in outboard tail
length and that, except at M = 0.20, both configurations maintain at
least neutral stability to higher lift coefficients than either of the
conventional tail configurations. It should be emphasized that the con-
ventional tail configuration of reference 2 (see fig. 7) has a tail volume
coeffici_nt 1.9 times that of the outboard tail in the forward position.
_e conventional tail configuration with _t = 0.305, which is more nearly
bhat of the outboard tail configurations, exhibits a rather severe loss
of longitudinal stability at a CL at least 0.2 below the CL at which
the outboard tail configuration has a gradual loss of stability.
Lift; drag; and pitching-moment characteristics.- The lift, drag,
and pitching-moment data for one outboard tail configuration are presented
in figure !'for the rance of Mach and Reynolds numbers. The tail inci-
dence was constant at -_. 0°. The variation of CL with _ (fig. $(a)) is
seen to be very nearly linear up to the maximum angle of attack. The
pitching-moment data (fig. 8(b)) show that throughout the range of Mach
numoer and }_ep_o]ds nm_ers, the trend toward instability was gradual and
did not approach neutral stability until at least a CL of 0.8. Lift-drag
ratios are presented in figure _(d) for the wing-body combination, the
wing-body-tail-boom configuration with win_ fences, and the trimmed values
for the tail-on configuration. The maximum values of L/D for the wing-
bod)r-tail-boom configur_tion with wing fences are very nearly equal to
those of the tail-off configuration of reference 2 (not presented) which
i0
had a longer fuselage and much larger fences. Also shownin figure $(d)
for M = 0.80 and 0.90 are the maximumtrimmed lift-drag ratios for the
conventional tail configuration of reference 2 which are slightly lower
than those indicated for the outboard tail configuration.
Tail effectiveness and average downwash.- From equation (i) it is
seen that the tail contribution to longitudinal stability is a function
of both [i - (dc/d_)] and 9tqt/q. A decrease in dc/d_ would increase
the tail contribution to longitudinal stability. To investigate the
variation of average downwash and _tqt/q with lift coefficient, the
pitching-moment characteristics of the model with the large outboard
tail in the forward position at spanwise station 0.5 b/2 were measured
with the tail set at four angles of incidence and with the tail removed.
These data are presented in figure 9 for several Hach and Reynolds
num'oers. The average effective downwash was calculated from the data
by means of the expression: I
_C - Cmtai Im
• tail on off _ = const
c = m + it - _Cm/$it (2)
The _uantity [i - (dc/da)] was then determined from plots of c versus m.
The factor 9tqt/q is given by
9tqt i _Cm
= (3)
q at_ t Bi t
In the calculations at was taken as 0.50 (ref. 7).
The values of [i - (dc/d_)], qtqt/q and (dCm/dCL)trimme d for the
complete model are presented in figure i0 along with the pitching-moment
data for the complete model and for the model with the horizontal tail
removed. These quantities are also presented at two Mach numbers for
the conventional tail configuration of reference 2 which utilized three
large wing fences. The data for the outboard tail indicated that the
tail contribution to the pitching moment increased with angle of attack
for angles greater than that at which the pitching moment of the tail-
off configuration had a large unstable trend. A corresponding large
increase in [i - (de/d_)] occurred at about the same angle of attack
for all test conditions except M = 0.20 where the increase was more
iThis is the downwash_ c_ behind the wing with a twist distribution
which, due to aeroelastic effects_ varies with angle of attack and tail
incidence. Since the wing load distribution was not measured_ the change
in twist due to the wing loads is unknown. The tail booms were statically
loaded at the position of the tail surfaces and it was determined that the
maximum tail loads at each Mach number produced a change of about 0.35 ° in
the twist at 0.5 b/2.
gradual. As was shownin reference i, this change in [i - (de/d_)] is
a direct result of the loss of lift due to separation on the outer sec-
tions of the sweptback wing. For the wing of this investigation,
aeroelastic effects may also be a factor. The data of reference 2 show
that the opposite effect occurs at the conventional tail position since
the lift-curve slopes of the inboard section of the wing tend to increase
with increasing angle of attack. The decrease in [i - (dc/d_)] for the
low-speed condition at an angle of attack of about 17° may be due to the
outboard tail surfaces emerging from the wing wake or to the manner in
which separation progresses on the wing.
The factor Ntqt/q remained fairly constant over the range of angles
of attack investigated. The values of the present investigation are
greater than those of reference 2 although both curves have about the same
variation with angle of attack. It should be pointed out that the values
of at assumedin both cases are questionable so that the shape of the
curves is more important than absolute magnitudes. With the exception
of the data for M = 0.80_ the curves indicate a favorable increase in
_tqt/q with increasing angle of attack for both the conventional and
outboard tail configurations.
The variation of (dCm/dCL)trimmed indicates the magnitude of the
stability changeswhich occurred over the range of angles of attack for
both the outboard and conventional configurations. Figures lO(a) and lO(d)
show that the large changes in stability which occurred between 5° and i_ °
angle of attack were less severe for the outboard tail configuration th_n
for the conventional tail configuration (see also fig. 7). This could be
due to the difference in fence arrangement or to a compensating effect of
the outboard tails.
Effects of Flaps and Spoilers
In an attempt to increase the CL at which the model exhibited at
least neutral longitudinal stability at low sFeeds_ trailing-edge flaps
which extended from the fuselage to the tail boomsand several inboard
spoiler configurations were tested in combination with the large tail at
spanwise station 0.5 b/2. It was reasoned that the spoilers could increase
the longitudinal stability of the configuration either directly as a result
of decreasing the lift on the inboard sections of the wing or indirectly
through a decrease in the downwashat the tail. The pitching-moment data
are presented in figure ii for the model with the large outboard tails in
the forward position at 0.5 b/2 with a fence on the wing leading edge at
the tail boomand with several spoiler configurations. For comparative
purposes data are also presented for the configuration without spoilers
and for the configuration with fences at 0.30 and 0.75 b/2. None of the
spoiler configurations was as effective as the fences in improving the
pitching-moment characteristics of the model.
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The effects of partial-span trailing-edge flaps on the longitudinal
characteristics of the model with the large tail in the rear position at
0.5 b/2 are presented in figure 12. The increase in the CL at which
dCm/dCL = 0 was about 0.2. The lift-drag ratio at CL = 1.0 of the con-
figuration with flaps was about 4.5 as comparedto about 3.4 for the
configuration without flaps. Flaps thus could be used at low speeds to
increase the stability and the lift-drag ratios at high lift coefficients.
Lateral Effectiveness of Outboard Horizontal Tails
The effects of varying the tail incidence of the left horizontal tail
with the right tail removedare shownin figure 13 for one Machnumber.
The effectiveness of differential deflection of the horizontal tails as
indicated by Z_Cz/Ait decreased by about 25 percent as the angle of
attack was increased from 0o to 20° . The damping in roll of the wing-
body outboard-tail configuration at zero angle of attack was calculated
by the method of reference 8 and an estimate wasmadeof the wing-tip
helix angle_ pb/2V, resulting from differential deflection of the hori-
zontal tails. The results of these calculations indicated that a differ-
ential deflection of 20° would result in a value of pb/2V of about 0.09
at zero angle of attack, which indicates that the outboard tail is an
effective roll control. Yawingmomentsresulting from differential
deflection of the horizontal tails were not considered in this calculation.
Comparison of Sideslip Characteristics of Outboard
and Conventional Tail Configurations
Effects of variable _ at constant _.- The effects of varying the
angle of sideslip at several angles of attack on the lateral and longi-
tudinal characteristics were determined for an outboard tail configuration,
a conventional-tail configuration, and the wing-body combination. The
three configurations had the same wing fences at 0.30 b/2 and 0.75 b/2.
The data indicate (fig. 14) that the pitching-moment generally increased
positively with increasing angle of sideslip at the higher angles of
attack for all configurations tested. The outboard tail configuration
and the wing-body configuration showed the same general change of pitching
moment with angle of sideslip at the low Mach numbers while the conven-
tional tail had a more nearly constant pitching moment. At the higher
_ach numbers the pitching moment of the conventional-tail configuration
decreased with increasing angle of attack while the pitching moment of
the other configurations remained almost constant. The change in pitching
moment of the outboard tail configuration from _ = 0° to _ - 15 ° at
_12.2 ° represents an increase in (CL)trim of about 0.15.
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Data are presented in figures 15, 16, and 17 for several Mach numbers
and angles of attack, which show that the variations of CZ, Cn, and Cy
with _ were approximately linear for the three configurations tested.
The effective dihedral was positive (except at _ = O) for the three con-
figurations and either the conventional or outboard tails provided direc-
tional stability to at least 9° of sideslip at Mach numbers up to 0.90
and angles of attack up to 12 ° . When the data obtained with the con-
ventional and outboard tail configuration are compared_ it should be
noted that the combined area of the two outboard vertical tails was only
47 percent of the area of the conventional tail and the tail volume
coefficient, _v_ was 0.060 as compared to 0.112.
Effects of variable _ at constant _.- The variation of pitching-
moment coefficient with angles of attack at several Mach numbers and side-
slip angles is presented in figure 18. The improved pitching-moment
characteristics of the outboard tail configuration_ as compared to the
conventional tail configuration, are apparent at all Mach numbers and
angles of sideslip. As expected from the data of figure 15, changing
sideslip angle from -6 ° to -12 ° had little or no effect on the pitching-
moment characteristics of the three configurations tested.
T_le variation of the quantity Cn/_, used here as a measure of the
directional stability, is presented as a function of angle of attack for
several Mach numbers and sideslip angles in figure 19. The directional
stability increment due to the outboard vertical tails increased at the
higher angles of attack at all Mach numbers and angles of sideslip. In
contrast, the directional stability increment due to the conventional
vertical tail was more nearly constant over the angle-of-attack range at
all test conditions.
For the three configurations tested_ the quantity CZ/_, used here
as a measure of the effective dihedral_ decreased with increasing angle
of attack in a fairly uniform manner up to about 5° (fig. 20). Above this
angle_ there was, in general_ a reduction in the rate of change of
C-/_ with _. In general, C_/_ for the outboard tail configuration had
t_e same variation with angle of attack as the wing-body combination.
Both configurations had a small positive value of CZ/_ at zero angle
of attack (see figs. 15 and 20). _e conventional tail configuration had
a negative CZ/_ at zero angle of attack and about the same value as the
other configurations at 15 ° angle of attack. The small rolling moment at
zero angle of attack for the outboard tail configuration is probably a
result of the small vertical lever arm and the small vertical-tail forces
as compared to those of the conventional vertical tail.
The quantity Cy/B is presented in figure 21 for the three config-
urations tested. As would be expected_ the tail contribution to Cy/B
at the higher angles of attack showed the same general characteristics
as were exhibited in the tail contribution to Cn/G.
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CONCLUDINGREMARKS
An investigation has been madeof the effects of an unconventional
tail arrangement on the subsonic static longitudinal and lateral stability
characteristics of an airplane configuration with a 63° sweptback wing of
aspect ratio 3.5. Tail booms, extending rearward from approximately the
midsemispan of each wing panel_ supported independent tail assemblies well
outboard of the usual position at the rear of the fuselage. The aerody-
nsmic characteristics of the configuration were not entirely satisfactory,
although in many respects the characteristics were considerably better
than those of a tailless configuration or one with a fuselage-mounted tail.
The longitudinal stability characteristics of the wing without fences
is characterized by a sudden and large decrease in stability at a lift
coefficient of about 0.5. The outboard tails reduced but did not elim-
inate this loss of stability. The addition of wing fences improved the
flow on the wing and reduced the severity of the stability decrease of
the wing so that the outboard tail configuration was stable to at least
a lift coefficient of 0.8 over the range of Machnumberand Reynolds
numbersof the investigation.
Sideslip angles up to 15° had only small effects upon the pitching-
momentcharacteristics of the outboard tail configuration. There was a
favorable increase in the directional stability for the outboard tail
configuration at the higher angles of attack as opposed to a decrease
in the directional stability of the conventional tail configuration at
most Machnumbersand Reynolds numbersof the investigation. The varia-
tion of CZ/_ with angle of attack was undesirable for both configura-
tions. The data indicate that the outboard tail is an effective roll
control.
AmesResearch Center
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Moffett Field, Calif., Dec. 4_ 1958
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TABLE II.- GEOMETRIC PROPERTIES OF THE MODEL
Wing
Aspect ratio ....................... 3.50
Taper ratio .......................... 0.25
Sweepback (leading edge), deg ................ 63.0
Airfoil (in streamwise direction) ............ NACA 64A005
Span, ft ........................... 3.750
Area, sq ft ......................... 4.018
Mean aerodynamic chord, ft ................. 1.200
Outboard horizontal and vertical tails
Airfoil (in streamwise direction) ........... NACA 0004-6h
Sweepback (leading edge), deg ............... 45.0
Taper ratio .......................... 0.25
Span (one tail), ft
Large ............................ 0.935
Medium ........................... 0.745
Small ............................ 0-645
Vertical (to plane of wing leading edge), ft ........ 0.54_ ,
Area (total), sq ft
Large ............................ 0.733
Medium ........................... 0.463
Small ............................ 0.347
Vertical .......................... 0.500
Aspect ratio
Horizontal tails ...................... 2.40
Vertical tails ....................... 0.60
Conventional horizontal tail
Airfoil ........................ NACA 0004-64
Taper ratio ......................... 0.33
Aspect ratio ......................... 4.00
Area, sq ft ......................... 0.$76
Span, ft ........................... 1.$65
Sweepback (0.50 chord line) .................. 0
Conventional vertical tail
Airfoil ....................... NACA 0003.5-64
Taper ratio .......................... 0.16
Aspect ratio ......................... 1.51
Area, sq ft .......................... 1.067
Span (to fuselage center line), ft .............. 1.269
Sweepback (leading edge)_ deg ................ 54. 0
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TABLEII.- GEOMETRICPROPERTIESOFTHEMODEL- Concluded
Fuselage
Fineness ratio
Long fuselage ....................... 12.0
Short fuselage ....................... 10.9
Base area, sq ft ........................ 0.130
Coordinates I _long fuselage)
Distance from Radius,
nose, in. in.
0 0
5 .8O
i0 1.44
15 1.94
20 2.32
25 2.60
30 2.79
35 2.90
40 2.97
45 2.99
51.25 3.00
57.75 3.00
61.75 2.99
65.75 2.90
69.75 2.67
72°00 2.44
iRemovable section from 51.25 to 57.75 inches from nose.
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(a) Outboard tails and fences.
Figure i.- Photograph of the model in the wind tumnel.
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(b) Outboard tails, fences, and flaps.
Figure i.- Concluded.
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Figure 2,- Geometry of the model.
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Figure 2.- Concluded.
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Figure 5.- The effects of tail size on the pitching-moment characteris-
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configurations.
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Figure 15.- The variation with angle of sideslip of the rolling-moment
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Figure 16.- The variation with angle of sideslip of the yawing-moment
coefficient of the tail off, outboard, and conventional tail
configurations.
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Figure 17.- The variation with angle of sideslip of the lateral-force
coefficient of the tail off, outboard, and conventional tail
configurations.
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Figure i$.- The variation with angle of attack of the pitching-moment
coefficient of the tail off, outboard, and conventional tail
configurations.
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Figure 19.- The variation with angle of attack of Cn/_ of the tail off,
outboard, and conventional tail configurations.
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Figure 20.- Concluded.
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